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February 13 2013

George Long ifi Washington DC 20549
The PNC Financial Services Group Inc

george.longpnc.com

Re The PNC Financial Services Group Inc

Incoming letter dated December 242012

Act

5ection.

Rule_
Public

Availability 2.- t3 2013

Dear Mr Long

This is in response to your letter dated December 242012 concerning the

shareholder proposal submitted to PNC by Boston Common Asset Management LLC
We also have received letter on the proponents behalf dated January 302013 Copies

of all of the correspondence on which this response is based will be made available on

our website at http/Iwww.sec.gov/divisiona1corpfm/cf-noaction/14a-8.shtml For your

reference brief discussion of the Divisions informalpmcedures regarding shareholder

proposals is also available at the same website address

Enclosure

cc Sanford Lewis

sanfordlewisgmail.com

Sincerely

TedYu

Senior Special Counsel



February 13 2013

Response of the Office of Chief Counsel

Division of Corioration Finance

Re The PNC Financial Services Group Inc

Incoming letter dated December 24 2012

The proposal requests that the board report to shareholders PNCs assessment of

the greenhouse gas emissions resulting from its lending portfolio and its exposure to

climate change risk in its lending investing and financing activities

We are unable to concur in your view that PNC may exclude the proposal under

rule 4a-8iX7 In arriving at this position we note that the proposal focuses on the

significant policy issue of climate change Accordingly we do not believe that PNC may

omit the proposal from its proxy materials in reliance on rule 14a-8i7

Sincerely

Angie Kim

Attorney-Adviser



DIVISION OF CORPORATION FINANCE

INFORMAL PROCEDURES REGARDING SHAREHOLDER PROPOSALS

The Division of Corporation Finance believes that its responsibility
with respect to

matters arising under Rule 14a-8 fl7 CFR 240.14a4 as with other matters under the proxy

rules is to aid those who must comply with the rule by offering informal advice and suggestions

and to determine initially whether or not it may be appropriate in particular matter to

recommend enforcement action to the Commission In connection with shareholder proposal

under Rule 14a-8 the Divisions staff considers the informatidn furnished to it by the Company

in support of its intention to exclude the proposals from the Companys proxy materials as well

as any information furnished by the proponent or the proponents representative

Although Rule 14a-8k does not require any communications from harehoIders to the

Commissions staff the staff will always consider information concerning alleged violations of

the statutes administered by theCômmission including argument as to whether or not activities

proposed to be taken would be violative of the statute or nile involvd The receipt by the staff

of such information however should not be construed as changing the staffs informal

procedures and proxy review into formal or adversary procedure

It is important to note that the staffs and Commissions no-action responses to

Rule 14a-8j submissions reflect only informal views The determinationsreached in these no-

action letters do not and cannot adjudicate the merits of companys position with respect to the

proposal Only court such as U.S District Court can decide whethera company is obligated

.to include shareholder.proposals in its proxy materials Accordingly discrtionary

determination not to recommend or take Commission enforcement action does not preclOde

proponent or any shareholder of acompany from pursuing any rights he or she may have against

the company in court should the management omit the proposal from the companys proxy

material



BOSTON COMMON
ASSET MANAGEMENT LLC

January 302013

Via email to shareholderproposalssec.gov

Office of Chief Counsel

Division of Corporation Finance

U.S Securities and Exchange Commission

100F SireetN.E

Washington D.C 20549

Re Shareholder Proposal to PNC Financial Services Group Inc

requesting report on climate change

Ladies and Gentlemen

Boston Common Asset Management the Proponenf is the beneficial owner of common stock of

The PNC Financial Services Group Inc the Company and has submitted shareholder proposal

the Proposal to the Company We have been asked by the Proponent to respond to the letter dated

December 242012 sent to the Securities and Exchange Commission Staff by the Company In that

letter the Company contends that the Proposal may be excluded from the Companys 2013 proxy

statement by virtue of Rule 14a-8i7 that the resolution is addressed to PNCs ordinary

business

We have reviewed the Proposal as well as the letter sent by the Company and based upon the

foregoing as well as the relevant rules it is our opinion that the Proposal must be included in the

Companys 2013 proxy materials and that it is not excludable by virtue of those Rules

copy of this letter is being e-mailed concurrently to George Long ifi Chief Governance Counsel

and Corporate Secretary PNC Financial Services Group Inc

SUMMARY

The Proposal asks the Company to report to shareholders by September 2013 at reasonable cost and

omitting proprietary information the Companys assessment of the greenhouse gas emissions

resulting from its lending portfolio and its exposure to climate change risk in its lending investing

and financing activities The Company asserts that the proposal is excludable under Rule 14a-8i7

ordinary business However the proposal relates to one of the most significant policy issues of our

time climate change and therefore arises from subject matter that transcends ordinary business

Further by reputation and lending portfolio the Company has clear nexus to the significant social

policy issue The Proposal does not micromanage the Company Therefore the proposal is not

excludable under Rule l4a-8i7

Boston Cossnon Asset Management LLC

Rrtnn R4 Stt Stpet Suif 940 Rrtnn MA 02119 9pl 14171 7200007 Sax 1417 720649
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Although prior Staff decisions in the mid-2000s allowed exclusion of similarproposals the adoption

of the climate disclosure guidance represented recognition by the Staff that climate is significant

social policy issue This conclusion was institutionalized in Goldman Sachs February 72011 and

March 12011 which found that climate proposals at that financial institution were not excludable as

ordinary business regardless of whether they sought analysis of the firmsrisk to the climate March

12011 or of the climate-related risks to the firm February 72011

ANALYSIS

The Company asserts that the proposal is excludable under Rule 14a-8i7 ordinary business

because any proposal involving an evaluation of wide range of factors associated with its lending

investing and financing activities are part of its day-to-day lending and investment operations

Further the company asserts that the proposal has no nexus to the Company

The Company has correctly stated the standards for detennining whether the proposal is excludable

under Rule 14a-8i7 As the Company notes Staff Legal Bulletin 14E clarified that the Staff in

evaluating whether proposal is excludable under Rule 14a-8iX7 would consider whether the

subject matter giving rise to the Proposal is transcendent social policy issue If so the proposal

would not be excludable The Company has misapplied the standards In the present instance it is

clear that the Proposal is not excludable under this standard -- the subject matter of the proposal

arises out of the significant policy issue of climate change and there is substantial nexus to the

Company The fact that climate is one of many issues that the company must contend with its risk

evaluation
processes

does not render this issue excludable where shareholders seek additional

disclosure and attention to this significant policy issue

Below we will review at length why climate change as subject matter is now significant social

policy issue To summarize here briefly there is groundswell of policymaking under way on this

issue at the international federal and state level and the public and media have come to recognize

that climate change is happening President Obama also mentioned this concern as priority for

action in his January 2013 inaugural address

Staff actions demonstrate SEC recognition of the significant policy issue

In the SECs February 82010 Climate Change release Release Nos 33-9106 34-61469 FR-82
Guidance to Public Companies Regarding the CommissionsExisting Disclosure Requirements as

they Apply to Climate Change Matters the SEC explained that climate change had become pç
of intense public discussion as well as significant national and international regulatory activity

The guidance cites numerous state and federal regulatory activities including the California Global

Warming Solutions Act the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative the Western Climate Initiative the

Clean Energy Jobs and American Power Act of 2009 and EPAs greenhouse gas reporting program

This new disclosure guidance was needed according to the SEC because the regulatory legislative

and other developments described could have significant effect on operating and financial

decisions In our view this guidance demonstrates that the SEC recognizes climate change as

significant public policy issue affecting many businesses
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The Guidance describe various ways that registrants may be required to disclose climate related risks

under existing reporting requirements Among other things the guidance notes that financial risks

may arise from physical risks to entities other than the registrants themselves Climate Guidance

The recognition of climate risks in the Guidance is not the only initiative seeking expanded

disclosure of these issues Indeed some recent calls for climate related disclosure by the New York

Atty Gen seeking disclosure of greenhouse gas emissions and potential climate liabilities have

resulted in settlements with several companies that will lead to enhanced disclosure

To the extent that the Climate Guidance and other initiatives do not produce the needed levels of

disclosure at particular companies the shareholder resolution
process provides one of the most

important
mechanisms for encouraging companies to enhance their disclosure Given the significance

of this issue and increasing focus of NGOs and others on the financial sector as pivotal to the needed

solutions this is an essential area for shareholder initiatives

Although the Company cites series of outdated mid-2000 staff decisions allowing exclusion under

Rule 14a-8i7 when climate issues were raised with financial institutions today such proposals can

be permissible because the status of climate as significant policy issue has been solidified The

mid-2000s staff decisions in Wachovia Corporation January 282005 American International

Group Inc Februaly 112004 and Chubb Corporation January 25 2004 were reached prior to

Staff Legal Bulletin 14 as well as the Guidance on climate disclosure These prior cases which

failed to find significant policy issue and/or nexus to the companies receiving the proposals

Today the significant policy issue has now been acknowledged and the nexus to the Company is

clear

The staff precedents
in Goldman Sachs February 72011 and March 2011 reversed the prior

staff position and found that proposals at financial institution on climate change were not

excludable as ordinary business regardless of whether they related to an analysis of risk to the

environment March 2011 or an analysis of climate related business risk to the firm February

201 1.2

Goldman Sachs February 72011 related to proposal requesting the board of Goldman Sachs

prepare report disclosing the business risk related to developments in the political legislative

regulatory and scientific landscape regarding climate change The Company had argued that the

proposal was excludable under Rule 14a-8i7 However in addition to the new SEC recognition in

its Climate Guidance that climate change is significant social policy issue the proposal included

nexus that the company would be materially affected by developments concerning climate change

The Companys Enviromnental Markets Group has $3 billion of investments in renewable energy

Companies agreed to enhanced disclosure in settlement For infoimation about the settlement agreements see the New

York Attorney Generals Office press releases relating to Xcel Energy available at

http//www.oag.state.ny.uslrnedia_Centert2008/aUg/aug2la_08.html Dynegy Inc available at

htt//www.oag.state.ny.uSlmedia_ceflterl2008/OcJOCt23a_OS.html
and AES Corporation available at

httpi/www.oag.sy.us/media_centert2009/flOV/flOVl9a_09.html

2The March 12011 no action letter noted that the second of these proposals was duplicative with the first and that

the company was not obliged to publish both of those proposals on that years proxy
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and the environmental policy
framework

says
its commitmentto finding effective market-based

solutions to address climate change will be significantly affected by changes in climate science and

the prospects for related government action

Goldman Sachr March 12011 requested that the board prepare global warming report
which

may discuss specific scientific data and studies relied onto formulate Goldman Sachs original

climate policy the extent to which Goldman Sachs now believes human activity will significantly

alter the global climate and an estimate of costs and benefits to Goldman Sachs of its climate policy

In addition to asserting the significant policy issue of climate change the proponents discussed the

nexus of Goldman Sachs to the proposals subject matter extensively in the proposal including

quoting
from the companys environmental policy framework speculating that the companys

commitment to global warming maybe based on the hope that cap and trade legislation will provide

an opportunity for the company to own and/or operate exchanges on which carbon credits could be

traded and finally discussing how the companys reliance on government mandates subsidies loans

and bailouts has become flashpoint for anger among taxpayers The proponents suggested that

revisiting the climate policy might help the company to free itself from dependence on government

action to stay in business

The Subject matter of the Proposal has clear nexus to the company

PNC itself has noted the import of this issue stating in its response to the Carbon Disclosure Project

As community-based bank our reputation
and commilment to the community can

be factor in attracting and retaining customers subset of our customers and

investors increasingly care about social and environmental issues and the impact that

their consumption spend has on climate change The increasingly eco-conscious

business environment has meant that some customers and investors use companys

response to climate change as differentiator between potential options lack of

clear carbon emissions strategy or low perceived action plan could cause PNC to

lose valuable customers and investors or limit our ability to attract new customers

and investors

However beyond vague statements in the CDP questionnaire PNC has not shared with investors the

ways in which it has sought to analyze assess or strategically manage climate change Given the

importplaced on the current and potential risks and opportunities associated with climate change by

leading companies in the financial services industry investors would be remiss in not seeking to

understand how their companies address climate change Broad and pithy public statements by

companies are an insufficient basis for analysis and benchmarking of investment opportunities

nexus to reputation

PNC Banks reputation has become intricately linked to the controversial practice of Mountaintop

Removal MTR In the Philadelphia Citypaper PNC was referred to as the largest financier of

mountaintop removal coal mining.3 The Earth Quaker Action Team EQAT began to pressure

PNC could pay for funding mountaintop removal mining Philadelphia Citypaper February 27 2012

httpI/www.citypaper.net/bIogs/nakedcitvIEOAT-demandS-PNC-heIp-StOt-MTR.htm1
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PNC to stop financing MTR in 2010 with noniolent actions including walking the 200 milca from

Philadelphia to PNCs headquarters in Pittsburgh PNC responded to the campaign in their Summer

2011 Corporate Sustainability Repor in which the bank states its mountaintop removal specific

policy PNC does not extend credit individual MTR mining projects or to coal producer that

receives majority of its production from MTR mining5

Though EQAT viewed this as step in the right direction the organization also inaintams that this

pledge to stop financing any corporation that gets moie than 50% of its coal from MTR sources

gppars not to effect any of the inajpr MTR copijanies that PNC does business with thus

rende4PNCs action essentialjy meaningiess According to EQA PNC has also refused to share

evidence of any impacts of the policy when asked

Research conducted on November 12 2012 indicated that despite its statement to the contrary PNC

has relationships with the following mountain top removal mining companies

as administrative agent on both the fifth and sixth amendments

to Arch Coals $700 revolving credit facility loan

8/9/10 PNC Capital Markets IIC underwrote $25 million for

Aich Coals $500 million bond offering

8/18/10 PNC Capital Markets served as cornanager for Aich

Coals offer to exchange $600 nullion in senior notes

6/14111 and 5/l6/l2 PNC Bank served as administrative agent

on Arch Coals $2 billion amended and restated credit

reement and the first amendment to amended and restated

Media coverage

PNC fundingofrnoimtarntqp xmnrng ht Postfiaiette

4http//www philly conilphillylblogs/publie htrnl

Shtipsf/wwwpnc com/webapp1unsccJReptester resoureeiwpswcrnIcpnneet/O336caOO4 8bJ6598t9ql737f4Q2

a2 tQJO25y4 PNCCR jevpdfMOD AJPEgjSCAcHELD
http//eqatwordpress com/our campaign bank4ikeappaIachia matters
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credit agreement loan

6114/11 PNC Capital Markets participated in Arch Coals

$1 billion bond offenngs

6/12/12 PNC Capital Markets served as lead manager for

AnhCoall

In addition to the relationship to its reputation investing in sectors with high climate impact can

result in substantial financial loss to the company

The largest three US coal mining companies Arch Coal Alpha Natural Resources and Patriot Coal

lost over 50% of their share value during the first half of 2012 For Patriot this concluded in them

filing for bankruptcy protection During this period the credit ratings of the same group of companies

were also downgraded

Company Corporate family credit rating Moodys

iiiiw
Arch Coal Dec 11 Ba3 stable May 12 131 negative

HSBC Global Research released Coal and Carbon report on June 21 2012 which stated that

that carbon constraints post202O could impactDCF valuations of coal assets by as much as 44%
In addition it stated that its analysis had prompted concerns that fossil fuel assets and not just

power generation facilities in the LEA scenarios could become stranded in the transition to 1ow

carbon economy Indeed Carbon Tracker
argues

that equity investors could be facing potential

carbon bubble with assets in excess of what can be safely and profitably cxploitcd This growing

concern about fossil fuels becoming stranded assets draws parallels to the sub prime crisis investors

have fiduciary duty to assess this risk

Should the HSIBC Global Research report be correct the ability of coal and carbon dependent

companies to generate the revenues required to service their debt maybe cal ed in to question As

identified above PNC is dependent irevenues which are inextricably lmked to significant

quantities of greenhouse gas
emissior

nexus to financial outcomes
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The Proposal does not micromanage the Company

The proposal addresses the issue of climate change in broad strokes first by requesting that

the company assess the greenhouse gas
emissions resulting from its lending portfolio and secondly

by describing its exposure to business risks associated with climate impacts on its lending investing

and financing activities As such the scope of the proposal fits solidly within the types of requests the

staff found to not be ordinary business under the two Goldman Sachs decisions cited above Further

the requests of the Proposal do not micromanage the companys activities

In contrast to the present proposal the Staff has made it clear that proposals which directly

attempt to regulate the iype of investments that an investing institution or bank undertakes will be

excludable as ordinary business ThereforepposaIs cited by the Company that sought to prohibit

or eliminate investments in mountaintop remowd companies were found excludable For instance

in J.P Morgan Chase March 12 2010 and Bank of America Febmary 242010 the proposals

sought to bar future financing by the companies of any companies engaged in mountaintop

removal coal mining The staff allowed the proposals to be excluded because they went too far in

these Staffs view- beyond addressing the significant policy issue as the staffnoted beyond the

environmental impact of the banks project finance decisions and instead reached into prescribing

their decisions to extend credit or provide other financial services to particular types of customers

Proposals concerning customer relations or sale of particular services are generally excludable under

Rule 14a-8iX7 By contrast the current proposal does not engage in such directive

approach to investments by the firm but rather takes more appropriate information

gathering posture

SIGNIFICANT POLICY ISSIJE ANALYSIS

In case there is any doubt that climate change is significant policy issue we include here an

analysis of factual developments etc that document the prominence of this issue in public

debate media policymaking etc

Climate change is widely acknowledged to exist and to be significant policy issue

Last year 2012 was significant turning point for the issue of climate change The year was

the wannest 12-month period the nation has experienced since recordkeeping began in 1895 one

degree warmer than the previous record warm year of 1998 In 2012 the United States experienced

devastating drought throughout Western and Midwestern states the worst in haifa centuly record

wildfire activity near-record low Great Lakes levels and the warmest Spring on record for 37 of 50

states.8 The year saw superstorm Sandy which devastated large parts of the coastal northeast

including causing unprecedented storm damage in the major metropolitan area of New York City as

well as severe damage in surrounding states as well Last years unprecedented weather events and

Hurricane Sandy especially have resulted in widespread recognition of the reality of global warming

and climate change As the title of an op-ed by the well-known columnist Nicholas Kristof stated in

Climatic Data Center Website State of the Climate National Overview Annual 2012 National Oceanic

and Aunosphenc Administration http//www.ncdc.noaa.gov/sotc/national/2012/1

Climatic Data Center Website State of the Climate National Overview Annual 2012 National Oceanic

and Atmospheric Administration http//www.ncdc.noaa.gov/sotc/national/2012/l
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the Times Will Climate Get Some Respect Now9 Indeed as the cover of Bloomberg

Businessweek following Hurricane Sandy put it bluntly iTS GLOBAL WARMING STUP1D

in original

From this past years devastation of the East Coast by Hurricane Sandy to forest fires in

Colorado to receding glaciers and melting ice caps the effects of climate change are ubiquitous and

undeniable The United Nations Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change IPCC the premier

international scientific consortium studying climate change reports

Earths surface temperature has increased 1.33 degrees Fahrenheit since 1900 0.74 degrees

Celsius mostly in the last 50 years likely making this the warmest period of the last 1300

years

Eleven of the last 12 years have been the warmest in the insinimental record dating back to

1850

Recent temperature and carbon dioxide C02 emission trends are at the high end of the

range forecast by the IPCC with the global average temperature now rising about one-half

degree per decade

The frequency of heat waves forest fires and heavy precipitation events has increased

globally since 1950

Areas affected by drought have spread globally since the 970s and the incidence of coastal

flooding has increased since 1975

Arctic sea ice cover has shrunk 20 percent since 1978 when satellite measurements began

and

The rate of sea level rise has jumped 70 percent since 1993 compared to the prior 30-year

measurement period Rapid melting of the Greenland ice sheet is now raising new concerns

that the amount of sea level rise that might occur this centuiy will be measured in meters not

inches.11

recent report commissioned by the World Bank describes the extreme risks of 4C increase in

temperature which include increased frequency of heat waves dmught ocean acidification and

rising sea levels which will devastate human health ecosystems and biodiversity.2 And yet we

appear to be on pace for 4C of global warming.3 Clearly immediate action is needed to halt or

reverse the warming trend

Banks must contribute to the global warming solution if theyre not part of the solution they

are part of the problem

Climate Get Some Respect Now New York Times October31 2012

http/twww.nytimes.com/2012/1 1/01/opinion/kristof-will-climate-get-some-respect-floW.htifll

10Its Global Warming Stupid Bloomberg Businessweek November 12012

httpJ/www.businessweek.com/articles/20 12-11-01/its-global-warming-stupid

Image of cover available at http//www.npr.org/blogs/thetwo-Way/2012/1 1/01/164 106889/bloomberg-

businessweeks-cover-its-global-warming-stupid

Summaiy for Policymakers of the Synthesis Report of the IPCC Fourth Assessment Reporl Intergovernmental Panel

on Climate Change Geneva Switzerland Nov 162007
12 Turn Down the Heat Why 4C Warmer World Must be Avoided the World Bank November 2012 By the

Potsdain Institute for Climate Impact Research climate Analytics
13

Brad Plumer Were on pace for 4C of global warming Heres why that terrifies to World Bank

Washington Post November 19 2012 http//www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/woflkb1ogIWp/2012/1 1/19/were-
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As described in Ceres 2008 report on Corporate Governance Climate Change and the

Banking Sector banks are the backbone of the global economy The Stem Review on the

Economics of Climate Change Oct 2006 focused on the economic impacts of acting and not-

acting to minimize climate change The 700-page report was released to the British Government by

economist SirNicholas Stern Stem is the chair of the Grantham Research Institute on Climate

Change and the Environment at the London School of Economics the chair of the Centre for Climate

Change Economics and Policy CCCEPat Leeds University and the London School of Economics

and the former Chief Economist at the World Bank The report projected that an investment

equivalent to 1% of the worlds annual economic output by 2050 in methods to cut GHG emissions

is
necessary

to avoid environmental costs of global warming ranging between 5% to 20% of the

worlds gross
domestic product after 2050 With nearly $6 trillion in market capitalization the

global financial sector will play vital role in supporting timely cost-effective solutions to reduce

U.S and global greenhouse gas
emissions.5 While the Stem Review is not the first economic

report on climate change it is significant because it is the most comprehensive and widely known

and discussed report of its kind Recently Nicholas Stem has come out saying that his report

underestimated the risks of climate change and that the reality is even worse than prqjected in his

2006
report

He now projects
that an investment equivalent of 2% not 1% of the worlds annual

economic output by 2050 is necessary to avoid significant economic costs from global warming.6

While banks are providing the capital necessary to develop renewable energy projects and

other global warming solutions and get true green economy up and running in many instances

banks also fund the very sources of greenhouse gases
that are driving global warming such as fossil

fuel development it is vital that banks establish clear policy when it comes to financing fossil fuel

development that takes into account global warmingrisks

In addition to investing in the clean energy revolution banks are also exceptionally
well-

positioned to lead the development of C02 emissions irading markets With the start of emissions

trading in Europe in 2005 C02 emissions credits have become fungible commodity that could

eclipse the value of oil over time.7 Banks can help build new markets through carbon emissions

management trading and brokerage which will have the effect of reducing global C02 emissions

Global warming and climate change may have enormous financial impact on the banking

sector

In the business world the issue of climate change has evolved from primarily
scientific and

public policy concern to one of business risks and opportunities
National policy action on

The Economics of Climate Change The Stem Review Nicholas Stem Cambridge University Press Januaiy

2007 originally released by British government in October 2006 Final report available in pdffo-m on the

British National Archives online http/Iwebarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk//http//www.hm

treasury.gov.uklstem_review_report.htm5as Cogan Corporate Governance and Climate Change The Banking Sector Ceres Januaiy 2008 page

Stem got it wrong on climate change its far far worse The Guardian January 26 2013

httpi/www.guardian.co.uk/environmentl2Ol 3/jan/27/nicholas-stern-climate-change-davos

1See for example Emissions Trading Expert Peter Fusaro Carbon Trading is going to be Bigger than Oil Trading July

312007 hltp//energytechstockr.com.previeWmysite.COm/Wp/pI2O
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greenhouse gas
emissions is requiring companies in

virtuall
every industry to think about the

impacts of energy and climate policies on their businesses

For the financial sector climate changes ability to destroy or raise shareholder value is

exponentially increased by the fundamental structure of the banking industry where success relies on

the ability to effectively predict and manage risks and leverage potential future events The banking

industry is inherently more susceptible to the wide range of potential negative impacts of climate

change on economic and political stability due to the reliance on possible outcome and risk scenarios

in its lending models

The risk of severe economic dismption from climate impacts no longer seems long shot or

black swan Even recent report
commissioned by the relatively conservative Institute and

Faulty of Actuaries9 has warned that pension funds could be ttjp out and reduced to negligible

levels by the coming crises The report finds that constraints such as shortages of water and

dwindling fossil fuel supplies will at best increase energy and commodity prices over the next

century and at worse trigger long term decline in the global economy and civil unrest.2 Members

in the business community are increasingly taking notice of the potential economic effects of climate

change Indeed survey of 2400 firms conducted by the Carbon Disclosure Project CDP revealed

that seven often firms think climate change has the potential to significantly impact their

revenues.21

The Carbon Disclosure Project based in the United Kingdom works with shareholders and

coiporations that voluntarily disclose greenhouse gas emissions It holds the worlds largest

collection of selfreported climate change data22 In 2010 it was called rFhe most powerful green

NGO youve never heard of by the Harvard Business Review23 and in 2012 it won the Zayed Future

Energy Prize.24 The results of the CDP questionnaire illustrate the extent to which climate change is

viewed as key business issue in the financial services sector

In 2012 more than 655 institutional investors representing more than US$78 trillion in assets

supported the CDP PNC was one of the CDP signatories 87% of respondents foresaw statistical

risks from climate change 79% from regulatory restrictions 68% from reputation on customer

behavior

18Price Waterhouse Cooper website http//www.pwc.coinlus/enftransaction-services/publicationsfcapitalizing-climate

change.jhtml

Actuaries are business professionals who deal with the financial impact of risk and uncertainty The Institute and

Faculty of Actuaries is the professional body which represents actuaries in the United Kingdom it came into

being in August 2010 after the merger of the Institute of Actuaries and the Faculty of Actuaries

20
could be wiped out by resource shortages actuaries warn BusinessGreen Januaiy 23 2013

actuaries-warn

CDP 70 per cent of firms fear climate threat to revenues BusinessGreen January 22 2013

22Catalyzing business and government action Carbon Disclosure Project https//www.cdproject.net/en

USfPages/About-Us.aspx

23Andrew Winston October 52010 The Most Powerful Green NGO Youve Never Heard Of Retrieved Oct

26 2012 http//b1ogs.hbr.org/winstonJ20 10/10/the-most-powerful-green-ngo.html

24Zayed Future Energy Prize 2012 Winner and Runners Up
httpsf/www.zayedfutureenergyprize.com/en/winners-afld-runners_up
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Areas of risk disruption to owned assets and operations investment portfolio exposure

investor and public confidenceS

Within the financial sector 70% of cc mpanies responded to the queslionnaire As shown in Table

87% of respondents to the CDP survey foresaw physical risks from climate change 79% from

regulatory restrictions and 68% from Reputational and Customer Behavior 73% of these

respondents saw opportunities from these same physical risks 83% from regulatory changes and

71% from Reputational and Consumer Behavior In each category there was more perceived

opportunity than risk Understanding how PNC is managing these issues is essential allowmg

investors to assess its competitive approach and therefore potential value

in 2011 Business for Social Responsibility conducted thorough review of
year

2009 CDP

responses
of companies in the financial services PS sector The results of its research are prsented

below

Citation Business resilience in an uncertain resourceconstrained world CDP

Global 500 Climate Change Rçport 2012 2012

https//www.cdprojecLnetICDPResults/CDPGlobal 500 Chmatt CbangcReport24 __
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Climate change poses both opportunities and risks to banks For example as described in Banking

Climate Change Opportunities and Risks major banks such as PNC may expect

Commercialf Wholesale batiking Lending volumes and revenues will contract to the extent

that climate change or carbon restrictions lead to lower levels of economic activity Client

default risk will increase for example from unanticipated or underestimated mitigation costs

physical damages to corporate assets connected to extreme weather events or regulatory

risks Real estate agribusiness and infrastracture have been assessed as being particularly

vulnerable to climate change due to damage arising from extreme weather event The

exposure of commercial banks to the costs of potential physical damage their clients suffer is

likely to grow in emerging markets where the total insurance coverage is low New business

opportunities will emerge for traditional lending and venture capital for example in the form

of the provision of investment capital for clean technology solutions Furthermore banks can

seize business opportunities to provide services and develop financial techniques that foster

mitigation and accommodate adaptation to climate change

Investment banking Investment banking is potential beneficiary of climate change given

the role of primary and secondary capital markets during periods of economic change

Primary markets would benefit from any rapid technological change and associated

investments to address the impact of climate change Secondary markets would profit horn

new trading markets If ciiniate change leads to greater
markst volatility trading raveaues

may be impacted However if monetary authorities loosen monetary policy to offset

economic dislocation trading revenues are likely to increase New business opportunities

related to the renewable energy market and the global carbon market will emerge and

increase in scope Examples include initial public offerings for companies in the renewable

energy sector exploiting the Kyoto mechanisms developing weather derivatives providing
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emission trading services and offering financial advice on climate change management

Asset management Asset management is confronted with threats related to the unpredictable

impact of climate change on global markets as well as the impairment of equity valuations or

equity/bond issues due to climate-related effects or mitigation policies As consequence

invesiment strategies will need to incorporate climate change by assessing for example
forecasts of future carbon prices emission footprints of companies revenue opportunities

arising from climate change and hedging strategies using carbon markets

CONCLUSION

As demonstrated above the Proposal is not excludable under Rule 14a-8i7 Therefore we request

the Staff to inform the Company that the SEC proxy rules require denial of the Companys no-action

request In the event that the Staff should decide to concur with the Company we respectfully request

an opportunity to confer with the Staff

Please call Sanford Lewis at 413 549-7333 with respect to any questions in connection with this

matter or if the Staff wishes any further information

Sanf Lewis

Attorney at Law

Kelly Bitov

Atto at Law

ere th Benton

Boston Common Asset Management

cc George Long ifi The PNC Financial Services Group Inc
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APPENDIX

PROPOSAL

Whereas

PNC has shown commendable leadership in addressing its direct greenhouse gas emissions As it

states in its 2011 Corporate Responsibility report PNC diligently
monitors the effects of climate

change on operating efficiencies and facilities throughout PNC branch banks and offices It has

also been actively investing in alternative energy primaiily solar The company also offers

incentives to small businesses to make environmentally-friendly decisions

PNC is headquartered in region that is economically linked to the exiraction of natural gas
and coal

The company stated in its 2011 Corporate Responsibility report that it expects to continue to fund

these businesses

PNC has emphasized the importance of climate change management in its brand reputation stating

in its 2012 response to the Carbon Disclosure Project CDP The increasingly eco-conscious

business environment has meant that some customers and investors use companys response to

climate change as differentiator between potential options lack of clear carbon emissions

strategy or low perceived action plan could cause PNC to lose valuable customers and investors

or limit our ability to attract new customers and investors

PNC stated that its credit review process
includes due diligence that takes into consideration the

environmental impact of prospective borrower PNC claims to perform supplemental

evaluation for companies in the extractive industries including an understanding of any significant

environmental impacts PNC states it takes these actions because it recognizes the potential risks

associated with changing climate conditions that could affect business operations and perfonnance

PNC 2011 Corporate Responsibility report

PNC has stated that In addition to the evaluation that we perform on all prospective borrowers we

perfonn supplemental evaluation for companies in the extractive industries including an

understanding of any significant environmental impacts

However despite policy not to extend credit to individual mountain top removal MTR mining

projects or to coal producer that receives majority of its production from MTR mining PNC

continues to finance four of the top nine MTh coal mining companies Rainforest Action Network

Coal Finance Report Card 2012 As result it is the focus of consumer boycott PNC has

ignored
investors requests to provide information detailing its MTR policy implementation or the

lending impacts of this policy

Banks and other financial institutions contribute to climate change through their financed emissions

which are the greenhouse gas footprint of loans investments and financial services banks

financed emissions can dwarf its other climate impacts and expose it to significant reputational
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financial and operational risks PNC has not provided investors with sufficient information to permit

meaningful assessment of the risks presented by its financing of greenhouse gas intensive businesses

Resolved Given the broader societal implications of climate change shareowners request that the

Board of Directors report to shareholders by September 2013 at reasonable cost and omitting

propnetay information PNCs assessment of the greenhouse gas emissions resulting from its

lending portfolio and its exposure to climate change risk in its lendin investing and financing

activities
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December 24 2012

Via Electronic Mail shareholderproposa1sdsecov

U.S SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION

DIVISION OF CORPORATION FINANCE

OFFICE OF CHIEF COUNSEL

100 STREET NE
WASHINGTON DC 20549

Re The PNC Financial Services Group Inc Exemptive Order Relating to

Shareholder Proposal Received from Boston Common Asset Management

Dear Ladies and Gentlemen

This letter is to inform the Securities and Exchange Commission the

Commission that The PNC Financial Services Group Inc PNC or the Company
intends to omit 1mm its proxy statement and form of proxy for its 2013 annual meeting of

shareholders collectively the 2013 Proxy Materials shaieholder proposal and statement in

support the Proposal received from Boston Common Asset Management the Proponent

Pursuant to Staff Legal Bulletin No 14D SLB 141 am submitting this

request for no-action relief to the Commission under Rule 14a-8 of the Securities Exchange Act

of 1934 as amended the Exchange Act by use of the Commission email address

shareholderpropoalsZiscc gov in lieu of providing six additional copies of this letter pursuant

to Rule 14a-8j and have included myname and telephone number both in this letter and the

cover email accompanying this letter am simultaneously forwarding by overnight mail and by

email to mbenton@bostonommonaset corn copy of this letter to the Proponent as notice of

the Companys intent to omit the Proposal from its 2013 Proxy Materials

In accordance with Rule 4a-j of the Exchange Act the Company is filing this

letter with the Commission no later than 80 calendar days before the Company expects to file its

definitive 2013 Proxy Materials with the Commission PNC intends to begin mailing the 2013

Proxy Materials no later than March 14 2013

The PNC Financsf Services Group

Or PN FiU Aerje Ptteeu qh kn yva 22

wwwpnccem
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Furthermore Rule 14a-8k of the Exchange Act and SLB 14D provide that

shareholder proponents are required to send companies copy of any correspondence that the

proponents elect to submit to the Commission or the staff ofthe Division of Corporation Finance

the Staff Accordingly we are taking this opportunity to inform the Proponent that if the

Proponent elects to submIt additional correspondence to the Commission or the Staff with

respect to this Proposal copy of that correspondence should be furnished concurrently to the

undersigned on behalf of the Company pursuant to Rule 14a-8k and SLB 411

Pursuant to Staff Legal Bulletin No 14F in order to facilitate transmission of the

Staffs response to our request during the highest volume period of the shareholder proposal

season my electronic mail address is george.longpnc.com and the Proponents electronic mail

address is rnbenton@bostoncommonasSet.COrn request that the Staff e-mail copy of its

determination to me

BASIS FOR EXCLUSION

We respectfully request that the staff issue no-action letter concurring with the

Company that it may exclude the Proposal from the 2013 Proxy Materials under Rule 4a-8i7

because the Proposal deals with matters related to the ordinary business of the Company

PROPOSAL

The Proposal which is attached as Exhibit to this letter requests that the

Companys Board of Directors

report to shareholders by September 2013 at reasonable cost and

omitting proprietary information PNCs assessment of the greenhouse

gas emissions resulting from its lending portfolio and its exposure to

climate change risk in its lending investing and financing activities

have also attached copy of PNCs correspondence with the Proponent as Exhibit to this

letter

BACKGROUND

Rule 14a-8i7 permits the omission of shareholder proposal that deals with

matter relating to the ordinary business of company The core basis for an exclusion under Rule

4a-8i7 is to protect the authority of companys board of directors to manage the business

and affairs of the company in the adopting release to the amended shareholder proposal rules

the Commission stated that the general underlying policy of this exclusion is consistent with the

policy of most state corporate laws to confine the resolution of ordinary business problems to

management and the board of directors since it is impracticable for shareholders to decide how

to solve such problems at an annual shareholders meeting Exchange Ac Release No 34-40018
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May 21 1998 1998 Release In addition one must also consider the degree to which the

proposal seeks to micro-manage the company by probing too deeply into matters of complex

nature upon which shareholders as group would not be position to make an informed

judgment Id

In Staff Legal Bulletin No 4E October 27 2009 SLB 14E the Staff

modified its framework for reviewing no-action requests seeking to exclude proposals relating to

environmental financial or health risks under Rule 4a-8i7 from that previously set tortb in

Staff Legal Bulletin No 14C June 28 2005 In SLB 14E the Staff stated that it in reviewing

4a-8i7 no-action requests it would no longer simply focus on the distinction between

requests for internal assessments of risks on the one hand and requests focusing on company

niinitrizing or óiiminating operations that may adversely affect the environment or public health

on the other hand Instead in SLB 4E the Staff stated that it would focus on the subject matter

to which the risk pertains or that gives rise to the risk and the requirement to evaluate risk

would not be dispositive of whether the proposal may be excluded under Rule 14a-8i7 In

SLB 4E the Staff went on to provide that if proposals underlying subject matter transcends

the day-to-day business matters of the company and raises policy issues so significant that it

would be appropriate for shareholder vote the proposal generally will not be excludable under

Rule 14a-8i7 as long as sufficient nexus exists between the nature of the proposal and the

company

ANALYSIS

PNC may exclude the Proposal because it relates to day-to-day business matters and

relates to complex decisions that would not be appropriate for shareholder vote

The Company is diversified financial services holding company that engages in

retail banking corporate and institutional banking asset management and residential mortgage

bathing The Company provides many of its products and services nationally it provides other

products and services in 18 primary geographic markets Pennsylvania Ohio New Jersey

Michigan Illinois Maryland Indiana North Carolina Florida Kentucky Washington D.C
Alabama Delaware Georgia Virginia Missouri Wisconsin and South Carolina and it

provides certain products and services internationally As of September 30 2012 the Company

had consolidated total assets of $300.8 billion total deposits of $206.3 billion and total equity of

$41.8 billion

The Companys day-to-day business consists primarily of lending investing and

financing activities As of September 30 2012 the Company had total loans of $182 billion and

an additional $2.7 billion of loans held for sale wiich collectively comprised over 60% of the

Companys balance sheet in addition the Company had $62.8 billion in total investment

securities and $10.8 billion in equity investments as of September 30 2012 which collectively

comprised an additional 25% of the Companys balance sheet PNC also had as of September

30 2012 $222 billion in discretionary assets under administration and $112 billion of
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discretionary assets under management

Any assessment of the effects of the greenhouse gas emissions resulting from

PNCs lending portfolio and its exposure to climate change risk as result of its lending

investing and financing activities GHG/Climate Exposure involves an evaluation of wide

range of factors including the risk that GHO/Ciimate Exposure will impact the revenues and

cash flow of the Companys borrowers its trading partners and the institutions comprising its

investment portfolio For example the Company evaluates the risks associated with

GHG/Climate Exposure to the extent that such risks might impact customers in connection with

the Companys underwriting and investing standards policies and procedures as well as in

establishing loan pricing policies and loan loss reserves In addition GHG/Ciimate Exposure is

just one of many risks that the Company considers as part of its daily operations in conducting its

various lines of business including its daily lending and investment operations

In essence the Proposal focuses on matters that involve the Companys

tundamental day-to-day business activities and the manner time and expense that the Company

allocates or incurs with respect to one particular category of risk and would require the

Company to allocate significant resources to provide detailed report that in effect summarizes

certain aspects of the Companys ordinary business operations

That the risk in question relates to an environmental issue does not change the

focus of the Proposal PNCs day-to-day choices in extending credit managing assets and

investing capital and how PNC measures the totality of the risk associated with doing business

with particular customers or making certain investments The Proposals supporting statement

focuses on PNCs brand reputation credit policies client selection and risks relating to the

reputational financial and operational risks posed by the emissions of its borrowers and other

customers In the end the problem of balancing of the risks arising from GHG/Climate

Exposure relative to other risks and considerations relates to the resolution of ordinary business

problems and in the words of the 1998 Release it is clearly impracticable for shareholders to

decide how to solve such problems at an annual shareholders meeting

Thus the Company believes that the Proposal is precisely
the type of report

involving ordinary business activities noted by the Commission in Exchange Act Release No
34-40018 as falling within the ordinary business exclusion In this regard the Proposal also is

very similar to other proposals regarding the evaluation of the risks of climate change that the

Staff has stated relate to ordinary business operations and may be excluded under Rule 14a-

8i7 See e.g Wachovia Corporation publicly available January 28 2005 finding basis

under 14a-8i7 to exclude proposal requesting report on the effect on Wachovias business

strategy of the risks created by global climate change as relating to Wachovias ordinary business

operations evaluating risk American International Group Inc publicly available February 11

2004 finding basis under 14a-8i7 to exclude proposal requesting the board to prepare

report providing comprehensive assessment of the companys strategies to address the impacts

of climate change on its business Chubb Corporation publicly available January 25 2004
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finding basis under 14a-8i7 to exclude an identical proposal regarding the assessment of

the companys strategies to address the impacts of climate change

LI PNC may exclude the Proposal because there is no sufficient nexus between PNC

and the nature of the Proposal

PNC is not involved in coal mining mountain top removal mining the

construction of coal burning power plants or other resource-intensive activities Rather PNC

provides wide range of financial products and services to wide range of people and

businesses that are engaged in wide range of business activities PNC provides these products

and services in the context of highly competitive business environment where any number of

other financial institutions provide financial products and services to many of the same

customers and potential customers Ultimately those financings and other banking services and

products result in the customers receipt of fungibie liquidity that can be used to fund any

number of uses in their daily operations payroll rent or mortgage payments information

technology systems lease payments office supplies etc Thus unlike unsuccessful no-action

requests relating to environmental matters and greenhouse emissions PNC has no primary link

to the controversial actions See e.g Bank ofAmerica Corporation publicly available

February 242010 finding basis under 14a-8i7 to exclude proposal requesting report

on the implementation of Bank of Americas policy regarding funding of companies engaged

predominantly in mountain top removal coal mining JP Morgan Chase Co publicly

available March 12 2010 finding basis under 14a-8i7to exclude proposal requesting

report assessing the adoption of policy barring future financing by JP Morgan Chase of

companies engaged in mountain top removal coal mining

CONCLUSION

As discussed above the Proposa may be properly omitted from the 2013 Proxy

Materials pursuant to Rule 14a-8i7 because it deals with matters relating to the ordinary

business of the Company Thus and based on the facts and the no-action letter precedents

discussed above PNC intends to exclude the Proposal from its proxy materials under Rule 14a-

8i7 By this letter we respectfully request that the Staff confirm that it will not recommend

enforcement action to the Commission ifPNC excludes the Proposal from its 2013 Proxy

Materials If you have any questions or would like any additional tnforniition regarding the

foregoing please contact me

Sincerely

George Long III

Chief Governance Counsel and Corporate Secretary

The PNC Financial Services Group Inc
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BOSTON COMMON
ASSET MANAGEMENT LLC

November 2012

VIA OVERNIGHT MAIL

George Long 111

Chief Governance Counsel and Corporate Secretary

The PNC Financial Services Group Inc

One PNC Plaza 249 Fifth Avenue

Pittsburgh Pennsylvania 15222-2707

Dear Mr Long

Boston Common Asset Management is an investment firm dedicated to the pursuit of financial return and social

change We seek sustainable long-term capital appreciation by investing in what we believe are diversified

portfolios of profitable attractively valued sustainable enterprises Through rigorous analysis of financial and

environmental social governance ESO factors we attempt to identify attractively valued companies for

investment We have been pleased to hold PNC for multiple years

We initially contacted PNC in April 2011 hoping to learn more about the companys policies and practices

related to mountain top coal removal MTR We were pleased to have an opportunity in our investor call to

share our perspective of how the company could go further in implementing meaningful policy In our follow

up call in March 2012 we continued to emphasize that we wanted to see more robust disclosure on the policys

impact and implementation At this point in time we have not yet received response to these questions and

PNC has been unresponsive to recent email inquiries

In our investor call we also shared our thoughts on how PNC should be looking more holistically at where it is

investing in the energy sector including looking at ways it could mitigate its exposure
and investment in high risk

extractive methods such as MTR and focus on investing in more positive energy sources such as renewables and

energy efficiency Indeed PNC has acknowledged climate change as presenting significant potential risks to its

brand business operations and performance As investors it is important that we understand in what ways these

concerns are being addressed by PNCs lending policies

Therefore on behalf of Boston Common Asset Management write to give nOtice that pursuant to the 2012

proxy statement of PNC Financial Services the Company and Rule 14a-8 under the Securities Exchange Act

of 1934 Boston Common Asset Management submits the enclosed proposal the proposal for inclusion in the

2013 proxy statement and intends to present the Proposal as the lead shareholder at the 2013 annual meeting of

shareholders the Annual Meeting

Boston Common Asset Management is the beneficial owner of Boston Common Asset Management is the

beneficial owner of at least $2000 worth of shares of voting common stock the Shares of the Company and

has held the Shares for over one year as of the filing date We intend to hold the required number of Shares

through the date on which the Annual Meeting is held Enclosed is letter of verification of ownership

The Proposal is attached represent that Boston Common Asset Management intends to appear in person or by

proxy at the Annual Meeting to present the Proposal declare that Boston Common Asset Management has no

material interest other than that believed to be shared by stockholders of the Company generally

3oeton Ccnuon Asset lanagemer.t LLC

Soston 84 State Stree Siite 940 Hoaton t4A 02109 TeJ 617 720-5597 Fa 617 1205665

Stliuon Vl1y 702 t.arsha11 Street SuIte 699 9dwod City CA 94063 tOl 650 4722264 Fafl 650 2998919

www botonconson5set co
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We would look forward to meaningful discussions with PNC on MTR and its financing of greenhouse gas

emissions Please direct all questions or correspondence regarding the Proposal to me at 650 472-2264

Sincerely

Meredith Benton

Client Portfolio Manager

Cc William Callihan Senior Vice President Investor Relations James Rohr chairman and Chief

Executive Officer

Enclosure
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Whereas

PNC has shown commendable leadership in addressing its direct greenhouse gas emissions As

it states in its 2011 Corporate Responsibility report PNC diligently monitors the effects of

climate change on operating
efficiencies and facilities throughout PNC branch banks and

offices It has also been actively investing in alternative energy primarily solar The

company also offers incentives to small businesses to make environmentally4riendly decisions

PNC is headquartered in region that is economically linked to the extraction of natural gas and

coal The company stated in its 2011 Corporate Responsibility report that it
expects to continue

to fund these businesses

PNC has emphasized the importance of climate change management in its bind reputation

stating in its 2012 response to the Carbon Disclosure Project CDP The increasingly eco

conscious business environment has meant that some customers and investors use companys

response to climate change as differentiator between potential options lack of clear carbon

emissions strategy or low perceived action plan could cause PNC to lose valuable customers

and investors or limit our ability to attract new customers and investors

PNC stated that its credit review process
includes due diligence that takes into consideration the

environmental impact of prospective borrowei PNC claims to perform supplemental

evaluation far companies in the extractive industries including an understanding of any

significant environmental impacts PNC states it takes these actions because it recognizes the

potential risks associated with changing climate conditions that could affect business operations

and performance PNC 2011 Corporate Responsibility report

PNC has stated that In addition to the evaluation that we perform on all prospective borrowers

we perform supplemental evaluation for companies in the extractive industries including an

understanding of any significant environmental impacts

However despite policy not to extend credit to individual mountain top removal MTR
mining projects or to coal producer that receives majority of its production from MTh

mining PNC continues to finance four of the top
nine MTR coal mining companies Rainforest

Action Network Goal Finance Report Gard 2012 As result it is the focus of consumer

boycott PNC has ignored investors requests to provide information detailing its MFR policy

implementation or the lending impacts of this policy

Banks and other financial institutions contribute to climate change through their financed

emissions which are the greenhouse gas footprint of loans investments and financial services

banks financed emissions can dwarf its other climate impacts and expose it to significant

reputational financial and operational risks PNC has not provided investors with sufficient

information to permit meaningful assessment of the risks presented by its financing of

greenhouse gas intensive businesses
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Resolved Given the broader societal implications of climate change shareowners request that

the Board of Directors report to shareholders by September 2013 at reasonable cost and omitting

proprietary information PNCs assessment of the greenhouse gas emissions resulting from its

lending portfolio and its exposure to climate change risk in its investing and financing

activitie
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Re Call on Friday at 9am EST

t3eoie Long to Meredith Benton 11/27/20120905 PM

Thank you Meredith Im fine With your proposed agenda and would be the participant from PNC

look forward to our conversation

Best

George

George Long

Chief Governance Counsel and Corporate Secretary

The PNC Financial Services Group Inc

4127621901 phone
412.705.2194 fax

IMPORTANT NOTICE

This message is intended for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed and may contain

confidential mforrnation that is privileged confidential and exempt from disclosure under applicable law if

the reader of this message is not the intended recipient or the employee or agent responsible for

deliverrng this message to the intended recipient you are hereby notified that any dissenilnatlon

distribution or copying of tiils communication is strictly prohibited if you have received this

communication in error please notify me Immediately by reply or by telephone at 412 762 1901 and

immedIately delete this message and all of its attachments

Meredith Benton Deat George Our call details for Iriddy at gamP 11/271201205 1528 PM

Fmm Meredith Benton nibentonbostoflcommOnasSŁtCOtfl

To george.iong@pnc.cOm gaorge.longpnc.corn

Cc Lauren Compare LComperebostoncommOfla$Set corn Kate Mitchell

KMitchellbosIoncommonasset.com

Date 11/27/2012 0515 PM

Subject Call on Friday at 9am EST

Dear George

Our call detailsfor Friday at9amPST/12EST will be

1866-90-0123

Participant code 9059718

know that you have spoken with some members of the investor group before so thought we could

follow somewhat informal agenda would propose the following

Introductions Investors

Introductions PNC

Statement of concern re PNC and climate change Meredith Bentori

Statement of concern re PNC and MIR Richard Kent

Additional comments/supporting statements by other investors

PNC comments and response

Remaining time Discussion
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Would you be comfortable with this basic structure

As hear confirmations from the other investors will let you know who else will be participating if

you have senseof who else might be on the call from PN would be glad to share that with the

group

Best regards

Meredith

Meredith Benton

Client Portfolio Manager/Shareholder Engagement

BostohCtnmOfl Asset Management LLC

702 Marshall Street Suite 611

Redwood City CA 94063

mbentonbostoflcommOflaSSet.COm

www.bostnommonaSSet.COrn

Tel 650 472-2264

NOTICE AQ email sent to or torn the Boston Common Asset Managernnt LLC emoil system may be reta ned monitored and/or

reviewed by BCAM personnel

The contents of this email and any attachments which are being sent by

Boston Common Asset Management are confidential Unauthorized

dissemination copying or other use thereof is strictly prohibited

If you nave received this email in error please notify the sender by

return emaIl and destroy ll copies of the messageand any attachments

Thank you
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RE PNC Mountain Top Removal and Climate Change

Meredith Benton

to

georgedongpticcOm

11/1912012 0951 PM
Cc
Lauren Compere
Show Details

Dear George

Would you be available on Friday 11/30 at 12ESTf9am PST Ive surveyed the other concerned investors and

this time would work well with them

Best regards

Meredith

From george.long@spnc.cOm

Sent Tuday9 November 13 2012 827 PM

To Meredith Benton

Cc Lauren Conipere

Subject RE PNC Mountain Top Removal and aimate Change

Thanks rn booked solid for the 19th and 20th but have availability on Wednesday the 21st or the week of

November 26

Best

George

George Long
Chief Governance Counsel and Corporate Secretary

The PNC Financial Services Group Inc

412.762.1901 phone
412705.2194 fax

IMPORTANT NOTICE

This message is intended for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed and may contain

confidential information that is privileged confidential and exempt from disclosure under applicable law if the

reader of this message is not the intended recipient or the employee or agent responsible for delivering this

message to the intended recipient you are hereby notified that any dissemination distribution or copying of this

communication is stdctly prohibited If you have received this communication in error please notify me

immediately by reply or by telephone at 412762.1 01 and immediately delete this message and all of its

attachments

From Meredith Bentnn mbentontboetoncoinmonaSSe

eoftP1c.Cm gr9oiorletc.colfl

Cc Lauren Compete LCompere@bo$toflcommOflaS$

Date 11/13t2012 0326 PM

ffle//C\Documents and Scttings\ppl 91 62\Local Settings\Temp\notesC98 2B\wcb5282... 12/24/2012
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Subject
Rf PNC Mountain Top Removal and Climate Change

Dear George

Unfortunately am traveling for the remainder of this week uld you have availability in the afternoon of lgth

Once weve had chance to introduce ourselves we can plan call with the broader investor group

Best regards

Meredith

From george.long@pnc.com 1mai1toicteorae.langinnccom

Sent Tuesday November 13 2012 905 AM

To Meredith Benton

Cc Lauren cornpere

SubJect Re PNC Mountain Top Removaland climate Change

Thank you received hard copy today as well Id like to discuss with you at your convenience Do you have

any time to talk on Friday or next week before Wednesday

Best

George

George Long

Chief Governance Counsel and Corporate Secretary

The PNC Financial Services Group Inc

412.762.1901 phone
412.705.2194 fax

IMPORTANT NOT1CE

This message is intended for the useof the individual or entity to which it is addressed and may contain

confidential information that is pnvileged confidential and exempt from disclosure under appUcable law If the

reader of this message is not the intended recipient or the employee or agent responsible for delivering this

message to the intended recipient you are hereby notified that any dissemination distribution or copying of this

communication is strictly prohibited If you have received this communication in error please notify me

inimedlately by reply or by telephone at 412.7621901 and immediately delte this message and all of its

attachments

From Meredith Benton beatonbostoncommonasset.com

To georga.iongpnc.com georgeJongpnccom

Cc Lauren Compere LCompereObost0ncommonassaLcom

Oale 11118/2012 1200 PM

Subject
Mountain Top Removal and Climate Change

fi1e/JCDocuments and Settings\pp19162\Locat Settings\Ternp\notes98 21.3r-web5282... 12/24/20 12
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Dear Mr Long

am aware that you
have spoken with my colleagues at Boston Common Asset Managementin the past As such wanted

to make you aware of the attached shareholder resolution as delIvered today to PNC Financial

would look forward to discussing the issues raised in the resolution and cover letter with you Please contact me at either

mbenton@bostoflcomrfloflaSset.COrn or 650 472-2264 if you would like to setup time to do so

Best regards

Meredith

Meredith Binton

Cflent Portfolio Manager/Shareholder Engagement

Boston CommOn Asset Management LLC

102 Marshall Street Suite 611

Redwood Clty CA 94063

mbenton@bostoncommOflaSSet.COm

www.bostonconinionasset.cOm

Tel 550 472-2264

NOTICE AU email sent to or fromtha Boston Common Asset Management LLC email syslehi may be retained monitored andior reviewed by I3CAM

persomal

The contenteer this nI and any attachments which are being sent by

Boston CommonAsset Managenienl are confidential Unauthorized

dissemination copying or other usethereo is strictly prohibited

It you have received thts email in error please notify the sender by

return email and destroy all copras of the message and any atachments

Thaik you Iattathment PNC 2012 lung letter tinal 2_ pdf deleted by George LortgiLegal/PGHJPNC attachment PNC Resolution Final 2_ pJf

deleted by George Long/Legau/PGHJPNCJ
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